SNFCC Impact Study

Athens, 22nd February 2016

SNFCC Impact Study: Executive summary

With regards to the first theme, the SNFCC can be a global landmark for Greece and its people, a
monument of modernity and sustainability for the city of Athens. Not only can it improve Greece's image
internationally, SNFCC's visibility is likely to boost tourism to Greece at a critical time. The SNFCC is
expected to be a landmark of inclusion, providing access for those of all backgrounds, and those with
special needs, to the rich offering of Greece's cultural and educational legacy. The local community will
have an improved quality of life with clean air, exercise facilities and twice as much green space.
In terms environmental sustainability, the SNFCC is the first public building in Greece – and one of the few
high scale and complex buildings globally – to achieve a LEED Platinum certification. Based on this
certification, best practice environmental standards were met during the SNFCC's design and
construction, and guarantee its sustainability during operations. Tangible benefits on the local ecosystem
are already apparent in the Stavros Niarchos Park.
Finally, with respect to the SNFCC's economic impact, the majority of the total SNF donation of €596M has
been spent in Greece. In this challenging period, the SNFCC's construction has already contributed more
than €1.1Β in Greek GDP, ~ 13.6K jobs and €57M in taxes. In its operational phase, the SNFCC is expected
to make an annual contribution of ~ €140M in Greek GDP, employment of ~ 2.3K people, and €19M in taxes.
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The Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF) had asked the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in 2010 to develop
a business plan and impact assessment for the newly planned Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural
Center (SNFCC) in Athens. Given the near completion state of the project, and the significant changes in
the macroeconomic conditions, the SNF asked BCG to revise the impact study, which is presented
hereafter. This new report is structured along three key themes: the SNFCC's positive impact on Greece's
image & its people, its status as a global role model of environmental sustainability, and its deep
economic impact in a time of crisis.
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Positive impact on Greece's image & its people
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A

A global landmark for Greece and its people

B

Bringing out Greece's cultural and educational legacy

C

Improving the quality of life for the local community
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Positive impact on Greece's image & its people
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The SNFCC can be a landmark for Greece and its people
1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens
• A new global landmark for Greece to complement its strong heritage of culture
• A flagship of sustainability, to enhance Greece's image internationally
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• A boost for tourism at a critical time

2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility
• Building values of inclusion of all audiences, no matter their socio-economic background
• Unrivalled offer of free-of-charge activities across the SNFCC facilities
• Full access & inclusion for AMEA audiences with state-of-the-art technology
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1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

The SNFCC can be a monument of modernity for the city of
Athens, and the whole of Greece
210,000m2 park in a city
short of green spaces

Donation of
unprecedented
proportions

Incubator of young
artistic talent at GNO
Alternative Stage

Accessibility for those
of all backgrounds and
with any needs
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx

World class Opera House
hosting highest calibre
international productions

A flagship of sustainability
including 10,000m2
photovoltaic energy canopy

Unlocking Greece's
educational
heritage
6
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23,000m2 state of the art
library, national lending
library for the first time

1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

It can be a modern symbol of culture that respects Greece's
great cultural legacy

SNFCC

A unique Greek landmark in terms of:
• Celebration of modern Greek culture

...That respects the ancient legacy of
culture and the arts in Greece
Acropolis museum

Parthenon

Plaka

Theatre of Dionysus

Odeon of Herodes
Atticus
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The SNFCC can be a modern and unique
cultural landmark for the country...

Panathenaic Stadium

• Architectural monument
• Focus on sustainability
• Deep emphasis on education

Olympian
Zeus

Ancient
Agora

Temple of Poseidon

• Accessibility and inclusion
Source: BCG
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

Other cities with rich histories have successfully enhanced
their offering through modern landmarks
Similarly, the SNFCC is expected to
complement the Greek cultural legacy

Reflect continuity and change:
• Thread of culture from past to present

The SNFCC can serve the Greek legacy of culture –
Greece's core strength

Show a country's historical richness
• Influence and presence in each age of history

The SNFCC can build on the idea of balancing old and
new culture
• Also experienced in the new Acropolis Museum

Broaden the city's appeal
• Extends the stay of tourists and encourages repeat visits
• Widens the types of tourists attracted to the city

Encouraging the world to celebrate Modern Greece as
much as its ancient counterpart

Old and modern landmarks complement each other in
cultural capitals around the world
Classic

Modern

High Line (2009)

Statue of Liberty (1886)

Classic

Modern

Eiffel Tower (1889)

"There is no doubt that the SNFCC will be a
significant landmark for the city... It will
exemplify the new Athens, a city whose culture
has reborn" – A. Andreadis, President, SETE1

Pompidou Center (1977)

1. Association Of Greek Tourism Enterprises
Source: BCG experience, web search, interviews with tourism industry stakeholders
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Modern landmarks complement – rather than
replace – the historical attractions of a city

1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

The center – a new metropolitan pole – can help to remap the
cultural face of Athens...

Tourist area
Current

Tourism is crucial for
Athens, but only a
small geographical
area benefits

New

Acropolis
Museum

EMST

The SNFCC will
attract tourists to
an unexposed
area of the city
Piraeus
Port
Athens
coastline

Onassis

And can help transform Syngrou into
the "cultural avenue" of Athens
The SNFCC could increase the visibility of other
important new cultural landmarks on Syngrou Ave:
• National Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST)1
• Onassis Cultural Center
• Eugenides Foundation
Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

The SNFCC will extend Athens' tourist
footprint beyond the historical centre

The SNFCC can support the emergence of a new
metropolitan pole on Athens' coastline
New municipal bike lane linking SNFCC & Centre
of Athens will improve the area's attractiveness2

SNFCC
Eugenides

SNFCC can create a continuity between Piraeus
Port (2nd biggest tourist entry point) and the
Historical Center

Sounio
1. Not yet opened (as of January 2016). 2. Currently under construction; bike lane of 11km starts in Gkazi area and ends at Faliro (crossing Moschato, Kallithea and Tavros)
Source: Press search, client data, BCG analysis
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1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

...Bringing increased tourism at a critical time for Greece
Tourism is increasingly critical for
Greece in these difficult times

Broader contribution
to GDP2

7.0%

5.9% in
2010

• Academics and students travelling to use the
world class NLG resources

17.3%

Direct contribution
to employment

9.4%

Broader contribution
to employment2

19.4%

International
tourism receipts

€13 B1

Average per capita
tourism expenditure

€5901

• Cultural tourists attending performances by
international opera and theatre companies

7.9% in
2010
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Direct contribution
to GDP

The SNFCC can extend the number
and type of tourists to Greece

• Architecture and engineering students and
professionals visiting to see Piano's design
• Athletes visiting Athens for the sports events
held by the SNFCC
• Tourists travelling via Athens to islands
extend their stay in Athens to see the SNFCC
• Repeat visitors of all types attending the
changing program of events on offer

1. Cruises excluded. 2. Including wider effects from travel and tourism investment spending, Government 'collective' spending and domestic supply chain.
Note: Figures refer to 2014, unless otherwise indicated
Source: SETE: Greek Tourism - Basic Figures 2014, WTTC Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 2015 - Greece
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1 A monument of modernity for the city of Athens

SNFCC as an architectural and cultural landmark is boosting
Greece's image internationally
Greece has had a low self-image
since the start of the crisis...

Renzo Piano's sustainable design has already had a
positive impact on Greece's image internationally

Country self-image scores1

During Dire Times in Greece, a Beacon for a
Brighter Future is Unveiled - PR Newswire, 2011

88
83
82
81
77
73
73
72
70
70
70
69
67
65
64
64
63
60

Environmental sustainability at the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Cultural Center – Art Daily, 2015

Greece Builds to the LEED
Standard – Investor Point, 2013

Even with a Debt Crisis, Plans Proceed
in Athens – The New York Times, 2011

55
0

20

40

60

80

Piano to Build a Nouveau
Acropolis - Architect's
Newspaper, 2012

100

"I hope that SNF will inspire additional organizations
around the world to follow its example.."
- Huffington Post, 2012

Numerous references to the SNFCC – including its
sustainable design – in international media since 2009
1. Scoring scale 0-100; 100 shows the highest self-image
Source: Reputation Institute 2010, press search, BCG analysis, data from SNF PR department
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Australia
Norway
Austria
Denmark
Sweden
USA
Russia
France
Poland
Ireland
Spain
Germany
UK
Turkey
Belgium
Italy
Portugal
Greece
Hungary

2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

SNFCC is expected to be a landmark also in terms of
inclusion, with many planned free-of-charge activities

12

Acropolis
Benaki
Museum

7

Cycladic
Museum

7

Archael.
Museum

7

Acropolis
Museum

5

Agora

4

Byzantine
Museum

4

Sounio5

4
0

2

4

Significant cost of
inclusion considering
average daily Greek
income of €243

6

8

10

12

...The SNFCC plans to offer a wide
range of free-of-charge activities

Stavros
Niarchos
Park

•
•
•
•
•

Summer film screenings
Sports classes e.g. yoga
Art exhibitions
Music recitals
Gardening courses

Greek
National
Opera

•
•
•
•
•

Speaker events
Children's workshops
Rehearsals for unemployed visitors2
Guided tours backstage
"Pocket Opera"4

National
Library of
Greece

•
•
•
•
•

Book Castle events
Children's creativity center
Business support
Book clubs and seminars
Computer courses

General admission €1

Int'l cultural centers also charge admission:
€3 at Centre Pompidou, fees for most activities...

...Making the SNFCC a global best practice cultural
institution in terms of reach and accessibility

1. As of Dec 2015. Excludes discounted/gratis options. 2. Already offered by the GNO prior to collaboration with the SNF. 3. ELSTAT report on Income and Living Conditions of Households, 2013. 4.
Small scale Opera performances e.g. in the SNP. 5. Temple of Poseidon Note: Admission prices at Greek cultural landmarks set to rise in early 2016, following legislation.
Source: Web search, SNF interviews; SNFCC, NLG and GNO business plans
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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While there are general admission fees for
Athens' main cultural attractions...

2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

Backup

Free or reduced price admission to the Greek National Opera
can help revive engagement with performing arts in Greece

...But find ticket prices too expensive

"Why have you not been to the theatre
(or been more often) in the last 12 months?"

"Why have you not been to the theatre
(or been more often) in the last 12 months?"

% reporting "lack of interest"

% reporting "too expensive"

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

Greece Bulgaria

Spain

France Portugal

EU

Greece

Spain

Portugal Bulgaria

France
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Greeks are interested in the theatre...

EU

1. When asked why they have not visited the theatre (or visited it more often) in the last 12 months
Source: Special Eurobarometer report: Cultural access and participation, 2013
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

For people with special needs, the SNFCC can be a global
landmark in AMEA friendliness

The SNFCC can provide inclusion for people with special needs on 2 points:

Accessibility

Promote Athens as a cultural destination in terms
of accessibility for those with special needs

Activities

Provide those with special needs activities and
educational programs they can be included in

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

1

2
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2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

1

With its strong international exposure, the SNFCC can
promote Athens as an accessible cultural destination

• 4 km Grand Promenade connecting key
historical sites along a wheelchair friendly path
• Ascent to the Acropolis by lift and wheelchair
user viewing the Erechtheion
• Irodion Theatre with wooden ramps and platform
for wheelchair users
• Metro system regarded as one of the most
accessible in Europe

...However, this has not been marketed
to the international community
"Although Athens’ historical centre can be considered
accessible to a high degree, there has been no
follow-up in marketing access for visitors."1
• No official Access Guide or website on accessible
tourist attractions or accommodation
• GNTO2 does not provide information on disabled
access or guides for AMEA tourists
Lack of information discourages prospective
AMEA tourists

The SNFCC can also encourage the city to further enhance its standards for AMEA visitors
1. The Historical Centre of Athens as an Accessible Destination (2015), p. 5. 2. Greek National Tourist Organization
Source: European Commission reports: Mapping and Performance Check of the Supply of Accessible Tourism Services (2015), The Historical Centre of Athens as an Accessible Destination (2015)
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Since the Olympics, Athens historical
centre has provided good AMEA access...

Accessibility

2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

1

All areas of
SNFCC easy
to reach

• Inclined surfaces (ramps) throughout SNFCC; up to 8% inclination around the Park
• Elevators inside all stations with sound notice
• Reserved parking places for AMEA and handicapped toilets

Web
accessibility

• Future SNFCC website design will take into account visually impaired people
• Future SNFCC website will comply with the W3C's WAI1 Level 3

National Library –
Digital content &
special equipment
National Opera –
Equipment for
hard of hearing

Guidance of
the blind

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

State of the art infrastructure will ensure AMEA access
across spaces and activities at SNFCC

Accessibility

• Access to all digital content that is available at NLG e.g. manuscripts, newspapers
• Use of specialized equipment for AMEA

• Induction loops enhance effectiveness of personal hearing aids
• Individual screens with captions for use by hard of hearing

•
•
•
•

Braille buttons inside buildings
Wide pathways throughout site
Routes of bushes around the park
Plants with specific fragrances

1. Website Accessibility Initiative
Source: SNFCC data
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

1

Backup

The SNFCC will make the National Opera and Library fully
AMEA accessible for the first time

Accessibility

The current GNO and NLG sites are largely inaccessible for AMEA visitors....
Infrastructure for AMEA :
National Gardens

Access

Toilets

Cust. service4

Low height
ticket/info points

1

Attica Zoological Park
Megaron, The Athens Concert Hall
Eleftherios Venizelos Airport

3

Greek National Opera (current site)
Odeon of Herodes Atticus
Onassis Cultural Center, Athens
National Theater – Central stage
National Library of Greece (current site)

2

2

Municipality of Athens Library
Municipality of Kallithea Library
Veria Central Public Library
SNFCC
1. Limited due to cobblestones/uneven pavement 2. Currently limited. 3. If requested in advance. 4. Such as customer service personnel for issuing tickets and for helping people with special needs.
Source: BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Acropolis Museum

1

Backup

Case study: Barcelona Paralympics successfully promoted
Spain as a socially responsible and inclusive society
Barcelona is a city admired by tourists
and travelers with special needs

Accessibility

Largely the result of the
Barcelona Paralympics in 1992

Advertised as an excellent destination for
disabled or older travelers
• Tourist Board promotional campaigns focused
on accessible tourism
• Barcelona Tourism Office website links to
“Barcelona Special Traveler” page
– Coordinates all accessible services, allowing
AMEA visitors to plan trip through one portal
• Detailed access guide in 5 languages with
maps, pictograms, photos and descriptions

First time in history that Paralympics games
attracted universal recognition

Excellent public infrastructure for AMEA visitors
• Public transport won accessibility award (2012)
• Beaches offer free assisted bathing services

Since the Paralympics Barcelona has continued
to improve accessibility
• e.g. flashing and audible crossings, tactile
paving and 100% accessible bus fleet
• Cataluña 2020 Vision for Responsible Tourism:
programs and actions for full access, potential of
this market segment as a business opportunity
recognized

Cultural sites e.g. La Pedrera have been
recognized at the Accessible Tourism Awards
• Tactile displays, magnifying lenses, lectures
using sign language, transcripts, Braille

Organization for the Blind (ONCE) foundation
• Significant funding to the Paralympics games
• Cooperated with council on accessibility issues
Geographical database established with
accessibility information for 57,000 locations to
help visitors and athletes navigate the city

Source: Interview with Lighthouse for the Blind of Greece, Eltis: The urban mobility observatory, ENAT (Accessible Tourism website), BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

2 A world-class paradigm of accessibility

2

The SNFCC can go beyond other Greek landmarks in
planning activities specially designed for AMEA audiences

• 85% of Greek children with disabilities excluded
from education
• <400 disabled students have access to higher
education
• 84% of population with disabilities or health
problems are economically inactive1

The SNFCC has and can continue to
offer many AMEA friendly activities
June
events
2015
and
Visitors
Center

•
•
•
•
•
•

Guided tours for the visually impaired3
Wheelchair basketball for children
Physiotherapy for the disabled
Participation in SNFCC run
Architecture workshops for the blind
Dance installation (GNO) for the blind

• ~50% of disabled employees face problems in
their working environment

Further suggested activities

• 40% of disabled suffer from social exclusion
due to unemployment / poor social services

Library2

• Braille reading groups for the blind
• Learning support service for the disabled
• Sign language workshops

Opera2

• Tactile dance lessons for the blind
• Music lessons for disabled children

SNFCC can help encourage other cultural and
educational institutions to expand their AMEA offering
1. vs. 58% of the general population 2. Indicative events; NLG and GNO events program not yet finalized 3. Impact of this offering has gone beyond SNFCC: Benaki Museum has since adopted
similar tours at its own premises. Source: National statistical Service of Greece, Labour Force Survey 2002, Students in special education 2007; Eurostat, press search, BCG analysis, client data
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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AMEA individuals are excluded from
social & educational activities in Greece

Activities

A

A global landmark for Greece and its people

B

Bringing out Greece's cultural and educational legacy

C

Improving the quality of life for the local community

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Positive impact on Greece's image & its people
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1

The National Library (NLG) can unlock Greece's educational heritage and reinstate the role
of the library for its people
• A center of excellence for the classics and humanitarian studies (Hellenism)
• 4,000m2 national public lending library to inspire a love of reading in audiences
• With new planned services, the NLG can go beyond traditional libraries, to be an educational
and social hub for the local and broader community

2

The National Opera (GNO) can break down cultural barriers to make Opera a passion for all
• SNFCC enables GNO to host world-class performances
• The relocated GNO can attract newcomers – including young people – to the value of opera
• Encouraging young talent with performances at the Alternative Stage and raised profile of the
performing arts in Greece

3

The SNFCC's educational impact on the wider public has been seen even before operations
• More than 58,000 attended the SNFCC Visitors Center to date
• SNFCC construction site as "university" for visiting engineers/architects as well as 6,000 site
workers; best practice construction standards disseminated for future Greek constructions
• Journey to the SNFCC reaching 20,000 people across Greece in 2015 alone

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The SNFCC can make the great educational and cultural
heritage of Greece available to all people

NLG can unlock the educational heritage of Greece

By relocating to the SNFCC, the NLG can unlock a global
Center of Excellence for classical and humanitarian studies
e.g. Hellenic poster collection
of 4000 works have been
donated to the NLG since
SNFCC construction news

Share a world class Greek bibliography
• Act as a safe repository of the nation's publications
• Make the treasures of the NLG available to the public
• Translate foreign documents referring to Greece
• Provide access to Hellenic history in the lending library

Incremental library
activities enabled by
relocating to the SNFCC1
Run events on Hellenic literature & history
• Host exhibitions of manuscripts with other libraries
• Conduct seminars on modern and classical Greek
scholars, poets, writers, philosophers
• Organize humanitarian lectures in the SN Park

Collaborate with international researchers
• Conduct research programs on archeology, classical,
Byzantine and humanitarian studies
• Establish contacts between local and int'l researchers
• Provide digital copies of old/rare texts to researchers

1. Including the 5M EUR grant disbursed by the SNF to facilitate relocation, and general publicity stemming from the new library facilities. 2. 5M EUR grant provided by the SNF to facilitate relocation
of the NLG to SNFCC premises. Source: BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1

NLG can unlock the educational heritage of Greece

The public lending library can inspire a love of reading
Today Greeks are not reading enough

The NLG public library plans to address this

"How many times in the last year have you read a book?"

• Courses for mothers to inspire their kids' reading
– Including proper bibliographies for age groups
designed by education experts

Significantly fewer heavy
readers than EU average
100%
22%
80%

37%

42%
55%

13%
60%
24%
40%

14%

12%
17%

12%

21%

15%
20%

41%
29%

• Programs for students of different ages
– Examination of major school curriculum texts
– "Newspaper @ School" initiative to promote
news-reading among high school students
• Literature programs designed for the elderly
– Lecture series and reading programs focused
on authors from a specific historical period

28%
18%

0%

Greece

France

High % of Greeks
do not read books
> 5 times

1-2 times

3-5 times

Never

UK

EU 27

• Collaborations with municipal & public libraries
in Greece to encourage local reading habits
– e.g. Summer reading campaigns1

Part of the SNF grant will be used to develop a world class
public lending collection for use by all2

1. Already taken place since plans regarding the SNFCC announced in 2010. 2. 5M EUR grant to aid transition to the SNFCC
Source: Eurobarometer: European cultural values report (2007), BCG experience and analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1

NLG can unlock the educational heritage of Greece

Backup

Case study: Seattle Central Library successfully fostered the
reading habits of its city residents

Utilization

64% of Seattle residents who used the old Library use the new library more1

Circulation

14% increase in circulation2 during the first year of operation

Traffic

Door count increased by 166% during the first year of operation3

Reading
material

Access to reading material increased: c.75% of the collection is directly
available vs. c.33% previously

Audience

Participants in tours and workshops now include a large number of
immigrants and refugees

Academic

Academic groups associated with libraries or institutions have come from all
over the world to visit the Library and meet with Library staff

“I am always amazed to see a hundred people standing
outside the Library waiting to get in at 10 a.m.”3
1. A third reported using the Central Library about the same amount they had previously, and 3% said they now used it less. 2. The total issue of library books over a specified period. 3. For June to
December 2004, the first seven months the new building was open, the Central Library door count was up 299% and circulation had increased by 63%. 3. Director of the Metropolitan Improvement
District and the Downtown Seattle Association. Source: The Seattle Public Library Central Library: Economic Benefits Assessment, 2005
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1

NLG can unlock the educational heritage of Greece

With its new infrastructure, the NLG can go beyond traditional
libraries, functioning as an educational and social hub
In progress from €5M grant disbursed
by SNF to aid transition to SNFCC

Educational and social services planned at relocated NLG

Current site

SNFCC5

National public lending library1 for use by all
Outreach programs (e.g. cooperation with municipal/public libraries)

Social centers (e.g. children's reading and creativity)
Digitalization of texts (e.g. manuscripts, rare editions)2
Cinema & recording studio for public use (including NGOs6 working with SNFCC)
Adequate information literacy3

Unified online search platform for all NLG material
e-Book lending capabilities and titles5
Technical facilities (computers, scanners, printers)
Educational programs, speaker lecture series and workshops4
School learning support center
Extended opening hours (evenings, weekends)

The introduction of these services for the first time will make the NLG
more useful and accessible to the entire general public
1. Public lending library of 4000 SqM (front of house). 2. Made possible through acquisition of e.g. microfilm and digitisation equipment as part of 5M EUR grant disbursement. 3. e.g. reader support
staff. 4. Library staff will be trained so they can support and run workshops independently. 5. Including services made possible by the 5M EUR grant disbursed before 2017 opening by the SNF, and
publicity generated from the SNFCC project. 6. Non-Governmental Organizations. Note: Based on NLG/SNFCC business plans. Source: SNFCC business plan (2014), NGL business plan 2015-19
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1

2 Make Opera a passion for all

Backup

Opera
for all

Widens the audience that can enjoy and benefit from Opera
• Removes prejudices that opera is reserved for an elite
• Provides important access to culture for all ages
• Enhances and develops the enjoyment, interest and understanding of opera

New
talent

Develops the capabilities and exposure of young performers
• Provides a platform for musicians and performers to demonstrate their talent
• Ballet school provides an educational environment for emerging talents
• Alternative Stage as a platform for new Greek Opera and young performers

Creativity

Heritage

Deepens the tie between education, society and creativity
• Develops a creative society in Greece to pursue different careers and interests
• Artists / teachers can compensate for the lack of music / theatre training at schools
• Alternative stage exposes audiences to progressive and alternative media

Maintains the heritage of opera and develops the art form
• Prevents the disappearance of the cultural heritage of opera
• Links modern society with heritage

Source: GNO Business Plan
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The educational potential of the National Opera at its new
home has been identified across multiple fronts

2 Make Opera a passion for all

New activities planned at the SNFCC's GNO can attract
newcomers, and further develop existing audiences
Incremental value add of SNFCC

Educational
and cultural
activities

Existing

• Post-performance workshops

• Study days and master classes

• Education programs for children
within and beyond school curriculum

• Training for teachers: opera writing

• Modern iPhone app about GNO
• Summer Opera production in the Park

• Weekly guides of Opera House
including backstage

• Educational lectures in foyer

• Lectures held by noted speakers

• Children's opera performances

• Concerts for teenagers, adults

• Student Opera Festival

• International Student Opera Festival

• Cooperation with Music dept of
Athens University, and French School

• Cooperation with Dance schools

• Alternative Stage: new audiences

• Lessons with orchestra musicians
Existing

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

New

• Hosting theatre groups without a
base

Users

New

Activities that were previously
rare and ad hoc can become
formalized and regular
Source: GNO Business Plan
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1, 2 Opera and Library's cultural impact

Backup

By enabling the above actions, the SNFCC can help increase
Greece's cultural index
Greece with the lowest EU cultural participation 63% score "low", and only 4% score "high"
Cultural index score%1
80

Spain and Ireland with
superior scores, despite
also suffering recent
financial crises

63
60

54

40

37

34
29
18

20
13

19

13

13

9
4

5

Greece

Cyprus

0

Poland

Spain

Ireland

France

EU avg.
High cultural index

Low cultural index
1. 2013 results. Note: "High" cultural index includes all respondents who engaged in 3-4 cultural activities “more than 5 times in the last 12 months”. "Low" cultural index excludes all participants who
engaged in one or more cultural activities "more than 5 times in the last 12 months. "Medium" and "Very high" results excluded from present graph.
Source: Special Eurobarometer report: Cultural access and participation, 2013
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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50

3 Educational and cultural impact before operations

The Visitors Center has already engaged audiences in wide
ranging educational and cultural activities to date
300+ activities to date at the Center1

Spanning literature, lectures, theatre and art

58K visitors to date have enjoyed the center

Select activities to date (not exhaustive):

200+ school visits, including from the local area

75

Kids workshops
69

Concerts
54

Adult workshops

29

Seminars
12

Multisensory

• Children's art workshops
• Build a toy workshops
• Photography exhibitions

7

Exhibitions
0

• Lecture series on psychology, parenthood
• Eco friendly construction workshops
• Philosophy for kids
• Pocket concert by the GNO
• Beginners dance workshops
• Interactive children's theatre

45

Lectures

• 'The book as an object of reflection' seminar
• Sessions on early Greek manuscripts
• 'From books to libraries' seminar

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

More than 10K visitors participated in activities

20

40

60

80

# activities 2014-15

1. Since opening 2014-2015
Source: SNFCC data
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3 Educational and cultural impact before operations

The SNFCC's educational and cultural impact to date has
been both local and wide-reaching

Construction site has been a "university" for local
& international engineers/architects
• A case study for university students from Greece
e.g. NTUA, and abroad
• International architectural groups visited the site
for tours and technical lectures
Innovative methods e.g. use of ferro-cement in
construction of the canopy
• Many of these construction and site management
methods were employed for the first time globally
Multiplier effect: know-how and best practice
construction standards disseminated for future
constructions in Greece
• ~6K unique workers on site up-skilled for future

Journey to the SNFCC
Visits to 23 cities across Greece to promote
future activities of the SNFCC1
• Impact felt by those from disadvantaged areas2

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Construction of the SNFCC

Readings, opera, debates and workshops
attended by more than 20K people
• ~9K people of all ages attended Suitcase Opera

"Collecting experiences" program: 8K donated
books borrowed by children across Greece
Library staff received important training for
enablement beyond Journey program
• Training on delivering educational programs,
event and volunteer management and media

1. Along with 18 Athens municipalities; initiative run by Future Libraries in collaboration with the SNFCC. 2. E.g. people with special needs (Sparta Drama, Alexandroupoli), children from the SOS
villages (Thessaloniki), Roma children (Sparta), residents of a mental health clinic (Preveza) etc. Source: SNF data, Future Libraries data
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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3 Educational and cultural impact before operations

Backup

Architects

Local teams

International counterparties

Betaplan

Renzo Piano BW

Omete

Expedition Engineering

LDK Consultants

Arup

H. Pangkalou & Associates

Deborah Nevins & Associates

Engineering
consultants

Landscape
designers

Learnings can be applied to future projects in Greece
Source: SNF; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Knowledge and expertise exchange between local design and
construction teams and their int'l counterparties

3 Educational and cultural impact before operations

Backup

SN Park is, and will continue to be, an educational hub

~40K people attended 32 activities in the
Stavros Niarchos Park
>2K runners of all ages participated in the
SNFCC Run – Running into the Future
All night video art screenings accompanied
art exhibitions, theatre and music concerts
Children's chess with Garry Kasparov
Gardeners in the City

...With a broad program of activities
outlined for the Park's operations
• Gardening courses
• Lectures and workshops on environmental
and botanical topics
• Athletic classes and facilities e.g. yoga,
running, cycling
• Environmental activities (e.g. tree recognition)
• Daily tours for groups and schools in
collaboration with Athenian cultural institutions
• Contemporary art/sculpture exhibitions

• Music, theatre and ballet season hosted on
temporary stages
• Playgrounds for children

Source: SNF data
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The Park's role as an educational hub has
already been felt at the June events...

A

A global landmark for Greece and its people

B

Bringing out Greece's cultural and educational legacy

C

Improving the quality of life for the local community

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Positive impact on Greece's image & its people

33

Improving the quality of life for the local community
The SNFCC can be a new aesthetic and social focal point for the local community (e.g. views
and improved access to the sea, reduced flooding, cycling and open spaces)
Bringing with it a positive impact on local businesses, as seen in comparable examples

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

It will double green surface per capita in the area, bringing with it distinct health benefits
(exercise and clean air)

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The SNFCC world class design is expected to become a new
aesthetic and social focal point for the local community
The SNFCC will improve the appearance
and attractiveness of the local area...
Nearby abandoned
facilities from
2004 Olympics

Providing the community with much needed
parks / open spaces and reduced pollution
"As a city Athens..."
%

"Lacks open
green spaces"

"Has too much
pollution"

35%

34%

Former racehorse track
of site, previously
attracting crime and
drug dealers

80

Both can be
addressed by the
SNFCC

60

Fewer floods of the
local community 40
thanks to storm
water infrastructure

65%

66%

20

Improved pedestrian
and cycling access to
seafront for residents1

0
Disagree / indifferent

A dynamic cultural centre can kick start rejuvenation of the
area, especially when Greece starts to recover from the crisis

Agree

1. SNFCC Esplanade will offer connecting point between coast and city center for cyclists
Source: Public Issue / WWF report June 2014: Kaliteri Zoi (Project sponsored by SNF), Press search, BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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100

Backup

Disruption expected during construction...

...but mitigation measures in place

• Dust from excavations, drillings, transportation
• Emissions of gaseous pollutants from machinery and
transportation of materials

• Automatic wheel washing for vehicles
• Regular wetting of roads and stockpiles
• Trucks carrying earth / loose construction
materials covered by special hood

• Noise from worksite equipment and operation of the site
(especially during excavations, drillings, landscaping)
• Noise from heavy vehicles onsite and on local roads

• Noise measurements taken every month
• Portable custom made noise barriers
• All vehicles have ETP2 certification and
comply with noise limit values

Transport /
Traffic

• Increased movement of vehicles transporting
equipment/materials/workers to the SNFCC site
• Increased movement of vehicles for the site's staff

• Speed-limit of 20km/h is set within worksite
• Installation of pedestrian access bridge
• Proper signage of local roads and traffic
amendments

Solid Waste

• Excavated / construction material that cannot be reused
• Solid waste from site activities e.g. excess quantities of
concrete, cables, paints, adhesives

• Excavated soil of good quality was reused
• Soil that was mixed with municipal solid
waste & construction waste treated onsite
with screens and reused in construction

Wastewater

• Groundwater from excavation deeper than aquifer (5m)
• Used oils of worksite machinery
• Liquids from washing equipment mixed with oil

• Periodic sampling & analysis of water
entering public storm water network
• Sediment traps inside main manholes
of storm water exits

Atmosphere1

Noise

1. Impact during construction phase limited and reversible. 2. Environmental Terms Permit
Source: Environmental study, BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Risks of disruption from construction for local residents have
been addressed by the SNFCC

New cultural institutions, libraries and parks can have deep
impact on local businesses
Case study

6-9 new businesses could be
supported by the park's visitors
• ~33% increase in the number
of restaurants and retailers
19K- 28K square feet in new
retail space supported

Seattle Public Library

Tate Modern

Local hotels and restaurants
linked new building with
increased business2

Hotel and catering businesses
in the local area increased by
23% from 1997-2000

Several restaurants extended
opening hours in response to
increased traffic

~1.8K new hotel and catering
jobs in the Southwark area

Local cafe - Seattle’s Best Coffee
– with 40% rise in business since
opening

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

11th Street Bridge Park, NYC1

Employed workers in
Southwark rose from 6K–60K
Community film club used by
~1.5K locals who drive
programming

1. Currently under construction 2. Nearby Blue Water Taco Grill & Chez Dave with 30% increase. Except cheap takeout restaurants which remained for workers.
Source: Estimated Economic Impacts Of the 11th Street Bridge Park (2014), Tate press release (May 2001), Seattle Central Library Economic Benefits Assessment (2005)
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The SNFCC will double green surface per capita in the area
Limited green surface area today in
area surrounding the SNFCC site

The SNFCC will double green surface
per capita in the local community3
Green surface (sqm) / capita1
+102%

SN Park
surface area
of ~210K SqM

1.0
1.50
0.5
0.74

0.0

Today

2017+2

1. Including Kallithea, Moshato, Paleo Faliro and Nea Smirni; excludes cemeteries, football stadiums. 2. Assumes static population of neighbourhoods surrounding the SNFCC. 3. Includes Park paths
Note: Population data according to census 2001: Kallithea 100,641, Moschato/Tavros 40,413, Paleo Faliro 64,021 and Nea Smirni 73,076
Source: Hellenic statistical authority, http://www.attiko-prasino.gr, BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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1.5

Backup

Bringing with it distinct health benefits along two main axes
Benefit

Details

Potential impact

Cleaner air
and shade
from sun

2

• 11 metric tons CO2 sequestered / year1

Reduced pollution

• 2K decrease in temperature relative
to surrounding built-up areas2

Improved air quality

• ~30K SqM of shadow in the park during
midday3

Protection from exposure to
harmful ultraviolet radiation

• 20 pcs of hydraulic adjustable fitness
equipment for all capability levels
• 200M linear running track
Opportunity
for exercise

• 300M elliptical running track

• 2 Km cycle route (incl. Evripidou St)
• Daily sports classes and activities
• Commuting on foot via the Park

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

1

American Journal of Preventive
Medicine found that access to
exercise space results in 5.1%
median increase in aerobic
capacity, along with weight loss,
improvements in flexibility, and an
increase in perceived energy4

1. An urban park of 2.1M sqm tree cover removed daily 48lbs. particulates, 9 lbs NO2, 6 lbs SO2, and 2 lb CO; Average carbon sequestration of 4.6 kg/yr. 2. 100K SqM. urban woodland lowers air
temperatures by 1 K 3. Exposure to UV radiation of 1/6 – 1/10 of full sun. Avg. shadow per tree ~25 SqM. Trees planted in an area of ~100,000sqm..
Source: Shade Trees Reduce Building Energy Use", Akbari H (2002), Urban Forests &Trees, Konijnendijk (2005), The Benefits of Parks: Why America Needs More City Parks and Open Space
(2006), Identified Benefits of Community Trees and Forests, Coder (1996)
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Backup

The SNFCC can contribute to a safer neighbourhood
Parks and sports facilities have a tangible impact on community safety

Midnight basketball conceived to prevent crime in poor
inner-city neighbourhoods in America during hours of
22:00 – 02:00
Cities that adopted midnight basketball programs
experienced greater declines in crime rates than those
that did not
• Violent crime: midnight basketball cities saw a drop of
approximately 90 offenses per 100,000 compared to
non-midnight basketball counterparts
• Property crime: midnight basketball cities saw a drop of
390 more offenses per 100,000 in midnight basketball
cities

Chicago's Millennium Park
contributed to a safer neighbourhood
Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Midnight Basketball had a positive impact on
community safety in U.S. cities

Since the Park's inauguration, crime rates in the
surrounding area decreased significantly1:
• Total violent crime
- 27%
• Total property crime
- 9%
• Total crime index
- 10%
Number of criminal incidents today is lower than the
average statistics for Chicago
• Steady drop in crime due to increased security and
increased # of visitors to the park
Result: improved reputation of the area, with increasing
residential property values

1. Historical trend between 2007-2009, earlier records not publically available
Source: Millennium Park Quadruaple Net Value Report, Mikulenka, 2011, Rethinking Sports-Based Community Crime Prevention: A Preliminary Analysis of the
Relationship Between Midnight Basketball and Urban Crime Rates, Hartmann 2006
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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A global role model of environmental sustainability
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The SNFCC is a global role model of environmental
sustainability
The SNFCC is the first public building in Greece and one of few large-scale and complex
buildings globally to achieve a LEED Platinum certification

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Strict environmental standards were met during SNFCC's design and construction
• Negative environmental impact was minimized by recycling 95% construction waste and
sourcing local low-emission materials
• Local pollution and disruption were reduced by following specific control procedures
The SNFCC's sustainability is also guaranteed during operations
• Energy efficiency initiatives contribute to annual energy savings of 7.4 GWh, equivalent to
~2,750 tons of CO2 and ~€0.6M saved annually
• Water management initiatives cover Park's irrigation needs with non-potable water and
minimize water consumption
The SN Park has already enhanced local ecosystem & biodiversity
• 1,450 trees & 280,000 shrubs create a sustainable ecosystem with visible impact on wildlife
• Green 'planted' roofs make up 17,000m2 of Park's planted surface
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Environmentally
friendly design &
construction

Environmentally
friendly operations

Biodiversity &
local ecosystem
enhancement

Covered by LEED certification

Covered by LEED certification

Covered by LEED certification

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The SNFCC is a role model of environmental sustainability
across 3 dimensions

The SNFCC is the first public building in Greece to achieve a
LEED Platinum certification...
LEED certificate
covers 6 main
aspects of both
construction &
operational phases:

Indoor
environmental
quality

• Sourcing &
recycling of
construction
materials

Energy &
Atmosphere
• Energy
efficiency
initiatives
• Renewable
energy
sources

Innovation in
design
• Green roofs
• Area restoration
• Exemplary
performance in
existing LEED
requirements

Sustainable
site

Water
efficiency
• Non potable
water for
irrigation
• Reuse of
waste water
produced

• Biodiversity
promotion
• Light pollution
reduction
• Strom water
control

Design & construction
Operations

Source: LEED report; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Materials and
Resources

• Air quality
management
• Low emitting
materials

... And is one of few large-scale and complex buildings
globally with a LEED Platinum certification

Vestas Technology
Center, Denmark

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Clinton Presidential
Library, USA

Taipei 101,
Taiwan

Water+Life
Museums, USA
SNFCC, Greece
Park Ventures,
Thailand

Highest sustainability standards reached
Note: Out of the ~85,000 LEED certified buildings (incl. residencies) globally, ~170 LEED Platinum certified buildings exist in Europe, most of which are office buildings
Source: USGBC; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Materials and resources / Indoor environmental quality

Strict environmental standards met during the construction
Actions implemented based
on LEED requirements

Impact achieved

Building materials
• 53% of materials or products used were extracted,
or manufactured within 800km of the site
• Legal and sustainable sourced timber was used

• Minimized negative environmental impact
due to transportation
• Contributed to environmentally
responsible forest management
• Reduced impact associated with the
extraction and processing of resources

Pollution prevention
• Erosion, sedimentation and dust suppression
measures installed
• Noise control procedures followed

• Reduced pollution from construction
• Minimized local community disruption

Indoor air quality management plan
• Filtration media used to air-handlers
• Stored on-site or installed absorptive materials
protected from moisture damage

• Reduced indoor air quality problems
• Improved working conditions of
construction workers

Use of low-emitting materials
• Adhesives and sealants
• Paints, coatings and carpet systems
• Composite wood and agrifiber products

• Reduced the quantity of odorous, irritating
and harmful indoor air contaminants
• Improved working conditions of
construction workers

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Waste management
• 95% of construction waste has been recycled1

1. Instead of being disposed to landfills and incinerators
Source: LEED report; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Energy and atmosphere

Energy efficiency initiatives will save ~2,750 tons of CO2 and
~€0.6M operating expenses annually

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PV array (10,000 m2 PV panels)
Improved insulation in external walls
High performance windows
Green roofs
Automatic shading devices
Daylight sensors
Energy recovery devices
Specialized Heating, Ventilation
& Air Conditioning systems

...saving 7.4 GWh energy
GWh 8

2.0

6

7.4

2,750 tons
CO2 savings
annualy2

2.3

4
3.1

€0.6M
savings
annualy3

2

SNFCC expected to achieve highest
energy performance class according to
EU regulations

Translating into emission
and financial savings

0

Electric

Gas

PV

Total

~40% less energy consumption
vs. ASHRAE baseline4

Energy efficiency initiatives will minimize
SNFCC's operating expenses
1. Per annum 2.Conversion factors for grid electricity 0.544kg CO2 per kWh and for natural gas 0.184 kg CO2 per kWh 3. Rates used: € 0.08259/kWh (rates for industry use, PPC G22 tariffs) for
electricity grid & PV, € 0.06096/kWh for natural gas (average price for last 12 months for large commercial users) 4. Annual savings calculated by SNFCC's expected energy consumption including
the effect of energy efficiency initiatives vs. SNFCC's expected energy consumption based on the baseline ASHRAE 90.1-207 standard
Source: PPC; Attiki Natural Gas Company; carbontrust.co.uk; LEED energy analysis report; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Energy efficiency features...

p.a.1

Water efficiency

Implemented water management initiatives will have
significant environmental impact during SNFCC operations
Water mgmt initiatives

SN Park & green space
irrigation

• Use of non-potable water
from boreholes
• Use of rainwater
• Use of adaptive plants with
lower irrigation requirements
• Drip irrigation instead of
surface irrigation
• Use of gravel mulch on all
green surfaces

Other non-potable water
applications

• Grey water1 collection and
treatment system
• Storm water collection
system
• Re-use of storm and grey
water

Canal water

• Filling with sea water

Impact achieved

No use of potable water

Minimize water
evaporation
Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Water requirements

Reuse 85% of generated
grey water

No use of potable water

1. Wastewater that comes from the laundry, kitchen, bathroom faucets, bath and showers
Source: LEED report; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Sustainable site

Infrastructure for SNFCC's sustainability already in place
Alternative & public transport access

Parking places availability

Provision of bicycle racks, lockers and
shower1 facilities

Adequate parking capacity, 100% of which
is covered by vegetated ground

Buses and tram stops next to the SNFCC

Reserved places3 & discounted fees for
low-emission vehicles and for car-pooling

Reduced pollution from automobile use

Storm-water control system
Storm-water management plan
• Reduces impervious cover
• Promotes infiltration
• Captures and treats the storm-water runoff

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Minimized heat island effect4 and its impact
on microclimate and habitat

Light pollution reduction techniques
Interior lighting sensors with automatic
lighting control
Exterior and facade lighting with less power
density than standards5

Drainage system designed for rainwater2
capturing

Limited disruption and pollution of natural
water flows
Protection of the SNFCC facilities and
surrounding community from flooding

Improved night-time visibility

1. For staff 2. For maximum storm in 200 years 3. In place by March 2016 4. Thermal gradient differences between developed and undeveloped areas 5. ASHRAE 90.1 exterior lighting section
requirements
Source: LEED report; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Sustainable site

3 aspects of SN Park support biodiversity and sustainability

Plant
selection

2

Green
roofs

3

Natural &
recycled
materials

• 1,450 trees & 280,000 Mediterranean shrubs of different species planted
to enhance biodiversity and refer to Greek landscapes
• Indigenous, drought-tolerant plants which require less irrigation water
have been chosen
• Eventually the plants will create a sustainable ecosystem

• 17,000 m2 green roof integrate the buildings & SN Park as one
• Green roofs designed according to FLL guidelines1
• Contribute to SNFCC's energy efficiency & sustainability by:
– Providing thermal & noise insulation to the buildings
– Managing rainwater
– Contributing to favorable microclimatic conditions

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

1

• Locally sourced natural & recycled materials used in park's pathways
– No sealed surfaces, increase storm water absorption to water table
– Prevents surface water runoff and flooding
• Natural materials (e.g. wooden equipment) used in playgrounds; pebble
surfacing used instead of commonly used sealed synthetic surfacing
• Park's green waste will be used to produce compost for maintenance

Tangible benefits already visible in the park: bees & birds
are coming back to Kallithea
1. Forschungsgesellschaft Landschaftsentwicklung Landschaftsbau (German guidelines)
Source: Client interviews; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Deep economic impact in a time of crisis

SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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The SNFCC has a deep economic impact in a time of crisis
The GDP contribution1 from SNFCC construction (2012-2016) estimated at €1.1Β
• Additionally, expected GDP contribution from SNFCC operations (2017-) is ~ €140M annually

Estimated that €57M in fiscal revenues generated by SNFCC's construction
• Additional €19M expected annually due to increased economic activity from SNFCC operation
Total grant of €596M making SNFCC the highest donation in recent Greek history
Additional benefits to the Greek economy from SNFCC include the unique PPP model
developed through the cooperation of SNF and the Greek State, paradigm of transparency,
and the increased property values in its surrounding area

1. Total impact includes direct, indirect, and induced impact
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Impact on employment1 in Greece from SNFCC construction estimated at ~ 13,600 new jobs
• 6,000 unique employees were directly employed in SNFCC construction site
• Additionally, creation of ~ 2,300 full time jobs expected from SNFCC operations

The SNFCC has and will continue to have deep impact on
severely hit Greek economy
GDP contribution from construction investment and increased
individual consumption
• Construction CAPEX and OpEx during operations
• New sources of revenue (e.g. opera and SNFCC events tickets)
• Incremental revenue from international and domestic tourism

2
Employment increase
• New jobs required for construction and operation of SNFCC
• Additional jobs indirectly created (e.g. in tourism during operation)
Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Core
economic
impact

From construction and operations

1

3
Fiscal revenue generation from new economic activity
• Corporate and income tax from construction and operations
• VAT from incremental tourism spend & GNO tickets
4

Additional
benefits

Other benefits
• Unique model of Public Private Partnership and transparency
• Paradigm of donation in terms of scale
• Increase in local property values

Source: BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Core economic impact

In this challenging period SNFCC construction has already
contributed > €1.1Β in Greek GDP, 13.6k FTEs & €57M in taxes
Greek GDP has been contracted by
more than 25% since 2008

SNFCC total economic impact during
construction and operations phase

GDP (€Β, market prices)

Construction phase
(2012-2016)

300
-26.6%

Operations phase
(annually1)

~ €1,120M

226
191

200

~ €140M

~ 0.2% of GDP2
annually

178

100

~ 13,600 FTEs

~ 2,300 FTEs

€57M

€19M

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

242

Impact also from
upskilling of 6,000
construction
employees

0
2008

2010

2012

2014

Further impact to be realized on an annual basis
during SNFCC's operational phase
1. Steady state annual impact; 2019 is expected to be the 1st stable year of operations 2. Total GDP contribution in construction phase divided by sum of 2012-2014 GDP
Source: Eurostat; BCG analysis
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Core economic impact

Total grant is €596Μ, ~75% of which is spent in Greece
(€M)
17

128

600

596
3%

Other

22%

EU

451

Additionally, €4M grants given
to SNFCC related activities:
• €2.0M June events

400

• €0.9M Journey to SNFCC

76%

200

Greece

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

• €0.7M Visitor Center
• €0.4M Internship grants

0
Spend in
Greece

Spend in EU

Spend in
Other
countries

Total Jan
2016

Note: Spend in Greece includes the two €5M grants to GNO and NLG
Source: SNF; BCG Analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Core economic impact

Backup

Direct
impact

+
Indirect
impact
+
Induced
impact

GDP contribution

Employment

• Capital expenditure spent in
Greece during the construction
• Additional revenue & expenditure
of SNFCC, GNO, NLG during
operations
• Additional individual consumption
by SNFCC visitors

• Jobs created to support SNFCC's
construction
• Incremental jobs created by
SNFCC, GNO, NLG operations
• Incremental jobs created to
support increased tourism activity
(e.g. restaurants, hotels)

• Incremental revenue of
businesses which are supplying
SNFCC construction
• Incremental revenue of
businesses which are supplying
SNFCC's operation & visitors

• Jobs additionally created in
backward-linked industries (e.g.
SNFCC construction suppliers,
tourism industry suppliers, and
jobs depended on SNFCC
operation)

• Effect on the wider economy
including additional consumption
by employee households
as a result of the increased
income

• Jobs additionally created in the
economy as a result of the
additional consumption by
employee households

Latest econometric models used to quantify
the impact of each component
Source: BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Total impact on Greek economy

Impact on GDP contribution and employment is assessed
across three components

GDP contribution

Backup

€1.1B economic impact of SNF's CAPEX during construction

(2012-2016)

Total GDP
contribution
(€M)
2,000
1,000

445

234

1,121

Induced Impact

Total

26

141

Induced Impact

Total

4411

Direct Impact

Indirect Impact
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0

Total GDP
contribution
(€M)
(annually)

Operations phase

Construction phase

Impact during operations is estimated at ~ €140M annually

200
51
100

642

0

Direct Impact

Indirect Impact

1. € 441 M is the construction CAPEX in Greece; total grant is € 596 M 2. Estimated for 2019 which is expected to be the 1st stable year of operations
Source: SNF; BCG analysis
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GDP contribution

Backup

Highest impact is realized in industry sector during
construction and in services sector during operations

Construction (2012-2016)

Operations (annually)

€M

€M

1,500

150

9
97

1,000

32

1

1,121
100

209
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176

141

704

500

50
34

0

0
Industry

Services Construction Agriculture

Total

Industry

Services Construction Agriculture

Total

Source: BCG analysis
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GDP contribution

Direct impact from Operations has two main components:
Visitor spend & Economic output of SNFCC operations

Incremental spend from tourists spending
additional time in Athens to visit SNFCC

SNFCC operations

SNFCC incremental revenue and operational
expenses

• Foreign tourists extending stay in Athens, or
travelling to Greece to visit SNFCC

• Incremental revenue of GNO and NLG due to
their relocation to the enhanced facilities

• Domestic tourists extending stay in Athens, or
travelling to Athens to visit SNFCC

• Incremental operating expenses of GNO and
NLG

• Day-trippers from neighboring to Athens areas
visiting SNFCC

• SNFCC SA revenue & operating expenses

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Visitor spend

• Athenians visiting SNFCC
"The SNFCC will enhance the attractiveness of Athens and will encourage
new tourist segments to visit the city" – A. Vassilikos, President, AHA1
1. Athens Hotels Association
Source: Interviews with tourism industry stakeholders; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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GDP contribution

Backup

€64M of operations GDP contribution consists of €37M impact
from visitor spend and €27M impact from SNFCC operations
Incremental visitor spend

€M
6

40

Direct GDP contribution

37

2

10
19

€M
80

64

40

0
37

Foreign Greek

+

Day Athenians Total

Δ1 of SNFCC Op. costs & revenues
0
Visitor spend

SNFCC
Operations

Total

€M

Relocation to SNFCC facilities will
boost the operations of GNO & NLG

40
7

27

19
GNO
NLG
SNFCC S.A.

0
OPEX

Revenue

Total

1. Delta between SNFCC operations and current GNO and NLG operations
Source: SNFCC; BCG analysis
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27
60

Employment increase

Backup

~13,600 FTEs impact on employment during construction
In operational phase additional impact of ~2,300 FTEs annually
FTEs
~6,000 unique employees
have worked in SNFCC
construction site

4,069

13,568

Induced Impact

Total

652

2,319

Induced Impact

Total

4,159

10,000
(2012-2016)

5,340

5,000
0
Direct Impact

Indirect Impact
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Construction phase

15,000

3,000
(annually)

Operations phase

FTEs

848
1,500
819

0

Direct Impact

Indirect Impact

Source: SNF; SNFCC; BCG analysis
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Fiscal revenue generation

Backup

Fiscal revenues have three main components: Corporate tax,
Income tax, and VAT

Operation phase

Corporate
tax

Corporate taxes paid directly by companies
involved in construction and by backwardlinked businesses

Corporate taxes paid by companies
involved in SNFCC operations, in visitors'
spending and in backward linked
businesses

Income tax

Taxes paid by additional FTEs employed in
SNFCC construction and in backward
linked industries

Taxes paid by additional FTEs employed
due to operations and additional visitors'
spending

VAT paid by JVIT, designers, and
subcontractors; VAT paid by SNF to be
refunded and thus not included in fiscal
revenues

VAT paid by SNFCC visitors
• Accommodation, food & beverage
purchases, local transport, GNO tickets &
program, entertainment, retail
• VAT from SNFCC S.A. operations to be
refunded and thus not included in fiscal
revenues

VAT

Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Construction phase

Source: BCG analysis
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Fiscal revenue generation

Backup

Construction has generated ~€57M in fiscal revenues, while
~€19M are expected to be generated annually from operations
~€57M generated
during construction

~€19M expected annually
in operations

€M

€M

60

11

57

20

6

19

VAT

Total

9
15
37

2
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40

10
10
20
5

0

0

Income tax Corporate
tax

VAT

Total

Income tax Corporate
tax

Source: SNF; BCG analysis
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Additional economic benefits

Enhanced legal framework

Special advisory committee

SNF and Greek State produced an amended vs.
the typical PPP framework which enabled them
to structure the donation and materialize
SNFCC
• It is not an ordinary PPP which is run together
by both sides; SNFCC is built by SNF and will
be operated by the state
• Mission & terms of the donation initially stated
in contract between SNFCC and the Greek
state
• Detailed planning of the project included in law
ratified by Greek parliament

Dedicated committee formed to facilitate a
smooth and timely progress
• Members include all stakeholders i.e.
representatives of relevant ministries, SNF,
NLG, GNO, and Kallithea municipality
• Aim to officially discuss project's progress and
rapidly solve any issues arising during the
construction or that could be faced in the
operation of SNFCC
• Since January 2016 gov't committee's monthly
assemblies are livestreamed, promoting SNF's
commitment to a project accessible by anyone

Legal framework allowed the development of
the former racehorse track and provided an
impact on the local and wider community

Advisory committee ensures an efficient,
transparent, and non-bureaucratic process

SNFCC can serve as a model for future cooperation
between public & private initiative in similar projects
Source: SNF; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Two key factors make the SNFCC a successful PPP

Additional economic benefits

Transparency is a key element of the SNFCC project

• Regular live streamed Special
Advisory Committee meetings
• Detailed project plan explicitly
stated in Law ratified by Greek
parliament

Processes and systems
• Strict and thorough procedures for
architect and contractor selection
• Independent third parties involved in
each project step
• Transparent project management
software (Aconex)
Copyright © 2014 by The Boston Consulting Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

Collaboration with the State

Sharing progress of construction works
• Construction site accessible to the public through the Visitors Center
– Information on construction progress and technical details
– Information on future operation of SNFCC
• Communication of results from each project phase on SNFCC website
• Webcam live streaming of construction works on SNFCC website

Greek State can promote SNFCC as
a paradigm of high transparency
Source: SNF; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Additional economic benefits

The SNFCC's vision for its future operations is to have a
positive impact on state budget
Through fiscal revenue generation and fundraising,
the SNFCC can eventually minimize State funding needs

E.g. SNFCC operations in 2019 (stable year) will depend
on ~ €16.2M incremental1 state funding in total (incl.
SNFCC SA, GNO, and NLG funding needs)
However, in 2019 ~ €18.8M in fiscal revenues will be
generated through operations
€2.6M net positive fiscal contribution to the Greek State
€Μ annual

By contributing to the educational and cultural heritage
of Greece, and by impacting the quality of life in the
local community, the SNFCC could attract funds from
the EU or other international organizations
• E.g. by addressing most of the UN's "Goals for
Sustainable Development", SNFCC could unlock
funding from international organizations focusing on
these goals
Based on the wide variety of activities to be offered, the
SNFCC could also encourage individual donations
targeted to specific activities

20
5.1
10

SNFCC could potentially unlock additional
non-State funding in the future
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During its operation, the SNFCC will offset State
support via fiscal revenue generation

6.6

18.8

4.5

2.6

0

Fiscal rev.
from
operations

AE funding
needs1

NLG funding GNO funding Net fiscal
needs2
needs2
contribution

1. Incremental state funding needs in 2019 vs. 2015 actual state funding
Source: Websearch; SNF data; SNFCC, GNO, NLG business plans; Discussions with SNF and SNFCC; BCG analysis
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Additional economic benefits

Backup

By addressing most of UN's sustainability goals, SNFCC
could unlock potential future funding
Mapping of SNFCC offering vs. United Nations' "Goals for Sustainable Development"

The SNFCC:
Directly addresses
Contributes to
Source: United Nations; Discussions with SNF stakeholders; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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!

Can be addressed
by activities program
offered by SNFCC

Backup

17 Goals for Sustainable Development developed by the UN
1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all

9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts1
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development

15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification,
and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development
1. Acknowledging that the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change is the primary international, intergovernmental forum for negotiating the global response to climate change
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all

Additional economic benefits

Neighboring communities are expected to face additional
economic benefit from higher property values
Expected increase in property values
surrounding SNFCC

~700
m

~700
m

~700
m

Dwellings in walking range from SNFCC
Dwellings with SNFCC view

• Prices of surrounding dwellings have remained
stable or in some cases even increased1,
contrary to the significant decreasing trend of
properties in Greece
"Prices in the area have dropped ~50%
less than the average real estate prices
in Greece" – Local real estate agent
• Enhanced redevelopment and commercial
activity in the area (e.g. new restaurants) is also
expected to have a positive effect on property
values

Higher property values lead to increases in
associated tax receipts
1. According to real estate agencies
Source: Interviews with real estate experts; BCG experience; BCG analysis
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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• 6-30% expected property value increase based
on studies for properties surrounding newly
developed parks globally
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Prerequisites for realizing the full impact of the SNFCC
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Realizing the SNFCC's full impact is dependent on continued
State leadership and support
Description

Staffing

Appointment of incremental resources at the NLG and SNFCC AE to support full operation of the SNFCC
Proper HR processes (hiring to training) to ensure capable & enabled workforce
• Including support for those transitioning to SNFCC

Budget

Funding in line with international benchmarks for each SNFCC institution
• GNO requires €14.5M/yr to sustain compelling programming for audiences
• NLG requires €8M/yr to preserve and further develop its collection and services2
• SNFCC AE requires €5M/yr3 to maintain facilities and offer programming at the SN Park

Audience
engagement

A rich and relevant offering is key for audiences to benefit from SNFCC's programming
Part of this includes strong PR, outreach, marketing and development, to allow local and wider audiences
to accept and embrace the SNFCC
Enhanced accessibility of the SNFCC

Collaboration

Continue collaboration in all directions: Between the SNFCC’s institutions, with SNFCC’s supporters, and
with the society in general

BoD - applicable
only for AE

Board of Directors that embodies the values of the SNFCC, and drives its educational and cultural purpose

Legal - applicable
only for NLG

Current legislative framework requires modification to enable the NLG to function properly as a national
lending library1
• This includes: public book lending, legal e-book deposit, digital repository system

1. Successful modification of the legislation will have a multiplier effect also by allowing other public and municipal libraries in Greece to lend books to the public. 2. In a benchmark conducted by the
NLG Greece's library budget per capita was €43 vs. the average of €1,031 across the countries included in the study. 3. Based on SNFCC business plan
Source: NLG business plan, SNFCC business plan, NLG implementation plan: Transition to the SNFCC, Feasibility Study Report by Future Libraries (Oct 2014)
SNFCC Impact Study Report-FINAL-EN.pptx
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Pre-requisite

Disclaimer

The materials contained in this presentation are designed for the sole use by the board of directors or senior management of the
Client and solely for the limited purposes described in the presentation. The materials shall not be copied or given to any person or
entity other than the Client ("Third Party") without the prior written consent of BCG. These materials serve only as the focus for
discussion; they are incomplete without the accompanying oral commentary and may not be relied on as a stand-alone document.
Further, Third Parties may not, and it is unreasonable for any Third Party to, rely on these materials for any purpose whatsoever. To
the fullest extent permitted by law (and except to the extent otherwise agreed in a signed writing by BCG), BCG shall have no liability
whatsoever to any Third Party, and any Third Party hereby waives any rights and claims it may have at any time against BCG with
regard to the services, this presentation, or other materials, including the accuracy or completeness thereof. Receipt and review of
this document shall be deemed agreement with and consideration for the foregoing.
BCG does not provide fairness opinions or valuations of market transactions, and these materials should not be relied on or construed
as such. Further, the financial evaluations, projected market and financial information, and conclusions contained in these materials
are based upon standard valuation methodologies, are not definitive forecasts, and are not guaranteed by BCG. BCG has used public
and/or confidential data and assumptions provided to BCG by the Client. BCG has not independently verified the data and
assumptions used in these analyses. Changes in the underlying data or operating assumptions will clearly impact the analyses and
conclusions.
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The services and materials provided by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) are subject to BCG's Standard Terms
(a copy of which is available upon request) or such other agreement as may have been previously executed by BCG. BCG does not
provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. The Client is responsible for obtaining independent advice concerning these matters. This
advice may affect the guidance given by BCG. Further, BCG has made no undertaking to update these materials after the date
hereof, notwithstanding that such information may become outdated or inaccurate.
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